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RAG Proteins Shepherd Double-Strand Breaks to a
Specific Pathway, Suppressing Error-Prone Repair,
but RAG Nicking Initiates Homologous Recombination
homologous recombination can occur during G1 (Fabre,
1978); NHEJ and homologous recombination compete
for repair of transfected linear DNA molecules (Roth
and Wilson, 1985); disabling one pathway increases the
activity of the other (Pierce et al., 2001); and the two
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repair pathway is selected to repair a given DSB, or
even whether such a selection is made, has remained
unknown. Yet it is reasonable to think that the choiceSummary
of repair mechanism could serve as an important control
point in various types of reactions involving DSB inter-The two major pathways for repairing double-strand
mediates.breaks (DSBs), homologous recombination and non-
One model posits that the choice of pathway is essen-homologous end joining (NHEJ), have traditionally
tially stochastic, determined by whether the broken endsbeen thought to operate in different stages of the cell
happen to be bound by Ku or by, for example, Rad52cycle. This division of labor is not absolute, however,
(leading to NHEJ or homologous recombination, respec-and precisely what governs the choice of pathway
tively) (Goedecke et al., 1999; Van Dyck et al., 1999;to repair a given DSB has remained enigmatic. We
Haber, 1999). Alternatively, it has been proposed that ifpursued this question by studying the site-specific
the ends remain intact, they will be available for NHEJ,DSBs created during V(D)J recombination, which re-
but 5 strand resection will call homologous recombina-lies on classical NHEJ to repair the broken ends. We
tion into play (Frank-Vaillant and Marcand, 2002). Ofshow that mutations that form unstable RAG post-
course, these models simply push the key question backcleavage complexes allow DNA ends to participate in
a step: what determines whether Ku or Rad52 binds aboth homologous recombination and the error-prone
given DSB, or whether ends are subject to resection?alternative NHEJ pathway. By abrogating a key func-
Indeed, recent scanning force microscopy studies indi-tion of the complex, these mutations reveal it to be a
cate that Rad52 and Ku actually prefer different DNAmolecular shepherd that guides DSBs to the proper
substrates and suggest that resection precedes Rad52pathway. We also find that RAG-mediated nicks effi-
binding (Ristic et al., 2003). The identity of the “gate-ciently stimulate homologous recombination and dis-
keeper” molecule(s) that control this critical choice re-cuss the implications of these findings for oncogenic
mains an open question. Adding to the puzzle is evi-chromosomal rearrangements, evolution, and gene
dence suggesting that there may be other repairtargeting.
pathways, for example, the poorly characterized “alter-
native NHEJ” pathway that operates in the absence of
Introduction
classical NHEJ (i.e., Ku, XRCC4, DNA ligase IV, Artemis,
and the DNA-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit
The integrity of the genome is under constant threat from DNA-PKcs) (reviewed in Ferguson and Alt, 2001; Roth,
both endogenous metabolic processes and exogenous 2003). We reasoned that if there are indeed mechanisms
DNA-damaging agents. Breaks in the phosphodiester to guide broken DNA ends to an appropriate pathway,
backbone are particularly dangerous since they can lead they would be most evident in recombination systems
to oncogenic chromosomal rearrangements through re- that introduce site-specific DSB and depend upon repair
combination. Single-stranded breaks (nicks) can initiate by a particular pathway to rejoin the DNA ends.
recombination in principle (Holliday, 1964; Meselson and V(D)J recombination is one such system. A DNA re-
Radding, 1975), but they have been widely believed to be arrangement process that assembles antigen receptor
simply religated. Repair of double-strand breaks (DSBs), genes during lymphocyte differentiation, V(D)J recombi-
on the other hand, clearly entails either homologous nation relies on classical NHEJ to join site-specific DSB.
recombination or nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ), As shown in Figure 1, recombination is initiated by the
with all the attendant risks (Paˆques and Haber, 1999). RAG-1 and RAG-2 proteins, which introduce nicks at
Homologous recombination is generally thought to recombination signal sequences (RSS); upon synapsis,
repair breaks made in meiotic prophase or during the the RAG proteins then convert these nicks to DSBs,
S and G2 phases of the cell cycle, whereas NHEJ repairs leaving four ends (two hairpinned coding ends and two
DSBs generated in the absence of a sister chromatid blunt signal ends) (Roth, 2003). Whereas signal ends are
(Goedecke et al., 1999; Paˆques and Haber, 1999; Takata blunt ends that can be directly joined, the covalently
et al., 1998). This division of labor is not absolute, how- sealed hairpins must be opened and processed before
ever. Several lines of evidence indicate that these path- the coding ends can be joined. End-processing and
ways can act contemporaneously or even in concert: joining are carried out by the classical NHEJ factors
(Roth, 2003) along with the help of the RAG proteins
themselves, which maintain the ends in a postcleavage*Correspondence: roth@saturn.med.nyu.edu
complex in vitro (Agrawal and Schatz, 1997; Hiom and2Present address: Department of Molecular Biology, Princeton Uni-
versity, Princeton, New Jersey 08544. Gellert, 1998; Jones and Gellert, 2001) and in vivo (Qiu
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Figure 1. V(D)J Recombination
(1) The RAG proteins bind and create a single-strand nick at the border between the RSS (triangles) and coding sequence (boxes). (2) The
RAG multimer must be bound to a pair of RSS, forming a synaptic complex, for the cleavage reaction to proceed. (3) The synaptic complex
converts nicks to double-strand breaks via a transesterification reaction, generating blunt signal ends and hairpin coding ends (Roth, 2003),
which are held in a postcleavage complex by the RAG proteins. (4) After cleavage, the nonhomologous end-joining (NHEJ) machinery ligates
the signal ends to form a signal joint and opens and joins the hairpin coding ends to form a coding joint.
et al., 2001; Yarnall Schultz et al., 2001; Huye et al., ranged so that homologous recombination initiated by
nucleolytic cleavage in one of the two alleles can recon-2002). Our in vivo studies of NHEJ mutants and mutant
RAG proteins that have defects in joining led us to pro- stitute a functional CFP gene (Figure 2B). To test both
types of ends generated during V(D)J recombination,pose that the postcleavage complex serves as a scaffold
for the four ends to facilitate repair (Zhu et al., 1996; Qiu we employed substrates in which CFP is interrupted by
RSS oriented so that cleavage generates either a pair ofet al., 2001; Yarnall Schultz et al., 2001; Brandt and Roth,
2002; Huye et al., 2002). blunt signal ends (the SE substrate), a pair of covalently
sealed hairpin coding ends (the CE substrate), or oneAlthough this idea has received support from another
group (Tsai et al., 2002), the lack of a biochemical system of each in the case of a single RSS (12-RSS substrate).
If these ends are repaired by joining, as in normal V(D)Jcapable of NHEJ-dependent V(D)J recombination has
made it difficult to tease out the activities of the post- recombination, the CFP gene will remain nonfunctional.
If the ends are repaired by homologous recombination,cleavage complex. We reasoned that the postcleavage
complex might shepherd coding and signal ends to the however, then a functional copy of CFP will be formed,
causing cells to fluoresce blue (Figure 2B). All substratesclassical NHEJ machinery, thereby enabling proper join-
ing and discouraging aberrant joining events. In order were tested in transient transfections into Chinese ham-
ster ovary (CHO) fibroblasts, a model system widelyto test this hypothesis, we devised an in vivo system to
determine the extent to which the postcleavage complex used in studies of V(D)J recombination. Both full-length
(FL) and truncated “core” versions of murine RAG pro-sequesters RAG-generated DSBs from an inappropriate
repair pathway—homologous recombination. This ex- teins (Sadofsky et al., 1994a, 1994b) were used as indi-
cated. Versions of core RAG proteins bearing point mu-perimental system has allowed us to test a large array
of RAG mutants with various defects in joining as well tations are referred to by the amino acid(s) changed. As
a negative control, we employed a RAG-1 mutant (“DDEas to study RAG-mediated nicks, whose fate has never
been explored in living cells. Not only do our experi- mutant”) in which three catalytic amino acids have been
mutated. This mutant retains the ability to interact withments confirm our model that the RAG proteins shep-
herd DSBs into the classical NHEJ pathway, but we RAG-2 and to bind DNA, but is catalytically inactive,
unable to generate nicks or hairpins (Landree et al.,have also found that RAG-mediated nicks can efficiently
initiate homologous recombination. 1999). The DDE mutant gave extremely low levels of
homologous recombination (Figures 3A and 3B; Supple-
mental Figures S1 and S2 at http://www.cell.com/cgi/Results
content/full/117/2/171/DC1) and was used to set back-
ground levels in flow cytometry assays. This backgroundWe constructed substrates containing a pair of defective
cyan fluorescent protein (CFP) genes (Figure 2A) ar- stimulation likely reflects repair of random breaks in the
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Figure 2. Homologous Recombination CFP Assay
(A) Substrates employed to detect homologous recombination contain two defective alleles of the CFP gene and differ only in the inserted
sequence used to target nucleolytic cleavage of one allele. One substrate contains RSS configured so that cleavage produces blunt signal
ends (SE); in another, cleavage produces hairpin coding ends (CE). A third substrate contains only a single RSS (12 RSS), which undergoes
efficient nicking but poor DSB formation.
(B) A site-specific DSB generated in one CFP allele by the RAG proteins can stimulate homology-directed repair using the nonfunctional
(N-truncated) allele, producing a functional CFP gene. Truncated, core versions of murine RAG proteins were used unless otherwise noted
(see text for details).
transfected DNA, which are common (Wake et al., 1984). tion using a substrate configuration that measures inter-
molecular homologous recombination (a recipient plas-As an additional control, we tested a homologous re-
combination substrate with scrambled heptamer and mid contains the CFP allele with the cleavage site while
a donor plasmid contains the truncated CFP allele). Im-nonamer elements (the “no RSS substrate”) to ensure
that nonspecific cleavage did not stimulate recombina- portantly, omitting the truncated CFP allele from the
“donor” substrate abolished formation of CFP-positivetion. As expected, this substrate gave background levels
of homologous recombination identical to the DDE mu- cells (data not shown), demonstrating that repair occurs
by homologous recombination and not, for example,tant, as measured by flow cytometry (Figure 3B). As a
positive control, we employed a similar substrate con- by exonucleolytic removal of the RSS from each end
followed by perfect rejoining.taining a site for the homing endonuclease, I-SceI, which
stimulates homologous recombination in mammalian
cells by introducing site-specific DSBs (Jasin, 1996; Unstable Postcleavage Complexes Stimulate
Homologous RecombinationMoynahan et al., 2001); as expected, it produced robust
homologous recombination (Figure 3B). Elsewhere we have proposed that the joining step of
V(D)J recombination could be impaired by any of severalWe performed further controls to ensure that CFP
expression indeed measures repair of the substrates distinct mechanistic defects, such as an unstable post-
cleavage complex that releases ends prematurely, hy-by homologous recombination. First, substrates were
recovered from sorted CFP-positive cells and sequenced; perstability (i.e., the complex retains the ends too avidly),
or failure to recruit joining factors (Qiu et al., 2001; Yarnallevery functional copy of CFP recovered was perfectly
repaired (data not shown), consistent with repair by ho- Schultz et al., 2001; Brandt and Roth, 2002; Huye et al.,
2002). Therefore, after establishing baseline levels ofmologous recombination. Second, RAG proteins (but
not the DDE mutant) stimulated homologous recombina- homologous recombination observed with wild-type
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Figure 3. Two RAG Mutants Stimulate Robust Homologous Recombination on Extrachromosomal Substrates
(A) Fluorescent images of cells showing stimulation of homologous recombination by wild-type and joining-deficient RAG proteins (original
magnification 100X).
(B) Relative stimulation of CFP expression by wild-type and joining-deficient RAG-1 proteins (R401A/R402A, R440A, S723A, R838A/K839A/
R840A, K980A) quantitated by flow cytometry (see Experimental Procedures and Supplemental Figures for details). Two mutants, R838A/
K839A/R840A and K980A, stimulated significantly more homologous recombination than wild-type core RAG proteins on the SE substrate
(p  0.0000006 and p  0.000008, respectively). Because these mutants did not increase recombination on the CE substrate, the phenotype
is not simply a result of increased nucleolytic activity. Error bars here and elsewhere represent standard error of the mean (SEM) from at least
five experiments.
(C) Southern blot of DNA from transfections showing the levels of cleavage by wild-type and joining-deficient RAG proteins. DNA recovered
from transfections by the Hirt method was digested with HpaI and NcoI and analyzed by Southern blotting. Expected fragment sizes of the
SE substrate: uncleaved, 1229 bp (filled square); cleavage products, 557 and 416 bp (filled arrowheads). Expected fragment sizes of the I-SceI
substrate: uncleaved, 903 bp (open square); cleavage products, 509 and 394 (open arrowheads). All mutant proteins showed decreased
cleavage. Note that the uncleaved substrate bands (squares) serve as an internal control for relative transfection efficiencies and DNA
recoveries between samples. Average DNA recovery varied less than 10% by phosphorimager quantitation (Supplemental Figure S4 online).
core RAG proteins, we used the CFP assay to test our trols, as seen by fluorescence microscopy (Figure 3A
and data not shown). Flow cytometry confirmed dra-collection of 15 mutants (six in RAG-1 and nine in RAG-2;
see Supplemental Table S1 on Cell website) that can matic stimulation: both mutants consistently produced
10–15 times as much homologous recombination asperform cleavage but are severely impaired in the joining
phase of recombination (Huye et al., 2002; Qiu et al., wild-type core RAG controls (the relevant control since
the mutants are on a core background) (p  0.000008,2001; Yarnall Schultz et al., 2001). We also tested a
RAG-1 mutant, S723A, reported by another group to Figure 3B). We also tested the RAG-1 R838A/K839A/
R840A mutant with the signal end substrate integratedhave a joining defect (Tsai et al., 2002). All of these
mutants are expressed at wild-type levels in vivo (Sup- into the CHO genome. This mutant consistently gener-
ated higher levels of homologous recombination thanplemental Figure S3) and most have a mild cleavage
defect (Supplemental Figure S4; see also Huye et al., wild-type core RAG-1 controls (p  0.0004, Figure 4).
The ability of these two mutants to stimulate homolo-2002; Qiu et al., 2001; Yarnall Schultz et al., 2001).
Only two of the sixteen mutants, RAG-1 K980A and gous recombination is even more impressive in light of
their mild cleavage defect in vivo: R838A/K839A/R840ARAG-1 R838A/K839A/R840A, stimulated robust homol-
ogous recombination compared to wild-type RAG con- and K980A produce 2.5-fold lower levels of signal ends
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The situation is reversed with the RAG-1 K980A and
RAG-1 R838A/K839A/R840A mutants, which produce
virtually the same levels of broken ends as I-SceI (Figure
3C): these mutants stimulate significantly higher levels
of homologous recombination than I-SceI (Figure 3, p 
0.05 and p  0.0007, respectively). Why would this be
the case? In vitro work has shown that after cleavage
by I-SceI, only one DNA end remains associated with
the enzyme (Perrin et al., 1993). The most parsimonious
explanation for these data is that the RAG postcleavage
complex affords the greatest sequestration of DNA
ends; I-SceI restricts the accessibility of ends to some
degree (retaining one); and the two unstable RAG mu-
tants fail to retain the DNA ends at all. The fact that the
mutants stimulate roughly twice as much homologous
recombination as I-SceI, which retains only one set of
ends, dovetails nicely with this explanation.
To test the hypothesis that the two joining-deficient
RAG mutants prematurely release the signal ends in
vivo, we examined the stability of the mutant postcleav-
age complexes in vitro. After cleavage in vitro, purified
RAG proteins remain tightly bound to the signal ends;
disrupting this association requires harsh treatments,
such as phenol extraction or heating to high tempera-
tures (70C) (Jones and Gellert, 2001; Leu et al., 1997;
Ramsden et al., 1997), which presumably denature the
bound RAG proteins. Capitalizing on previous workFigure 4. RAG Mutant Stimulates Homologous Recombination on
showing that the signal ends become available for join-Integrated Substrate
ing by ligase only after the RAG proteins are removedThe joining-deficient RAG-1 protein, R838A/K839A/R840A, stimu-
(for example, by incubation at 70C) (Jones and Gellert,lated more homologous recombination than the wild-type RAG pro-
teins (p  0.0004, p  0.01 for core and full-length, respectively) in 2001; Leu et al., 1997; Ramsden et al., 1997), we were
a cell line with an integrated SE substrate. Two independent cell able to assess postcleavage complex stability in a
lines gave similar results. straightforward manner: we allowed RAG cleavage to
occur, incubated the reactions at a series of tempera-
tures ranging from 37C–70C to allow disruption of thein vivo than wild-type RAG proteins (Figure 3C and Sup-
postcleavage complex, then measured levels of signal
plemental Figure S4). Thus, on a per-end basis, these
end ligation (schematized in Figure 5A). As expected,
mutants stimulate 25 to 35 times more homologous
wild-type postcleavage complexes do not release signif-
recombination than wild-type RAG proteins.
icant proportions of the signal ends at 37C, 45C, or
The high levels of homologous recombination pro- 50C; only at 70C do we see quantitative end release,
duced by the two joining-deficient mutants were not as measured by the ability of the two ends to be ligated
observed with a coding-end substrate and are therefore (Figure 5B). (Quantitative end release by treatment at
specific for signal ends (Figure 3B, right side of graph). 70C was verified in other experiments by comparison
This most likely indicates that covalently sealed coding to treatment with SDS/proteinase K.) In sharp contrast,
ends do not trigger homologous recombination. The postcleavage complexes formed by K980A or R838A/
significance of the low levels of homologous recombina- K839A/R840A showed maximal release of the signal
tion stimulated by wild-type RAG proteins on the two ends even at the lowest temperature tested, 37C (Figure
substrates will be discussed below. 5B). Repeating this experiment with different protein
The data shown in Figures 3 and 4 suggest that these preparations and adding a loading control (a second set
two RAG-1 joining mutants form unstable postcleavage of PCR primers that amplifies a short segment from the
complexes that fail to shepherd signal end intermediates plasmid backbone) obtained the same results (Figure
to NHEJ, leaving the free signal ends to initiate homolo- 5C). Because the mutant RAG proteins have a 5-10-
gous repair. These results further imply that the wild- fold cleavage defect in vitro (Huye et al., 2002 and data
type RAG proteins (both core and full-length versions) not shown), they produce fewer ligatable ends than wild-
prevent the signal ends from accessing the homologous type RAG proteins, which is reflected in the data. Data
recombination machinery. A comparison with results from the experiment shown in Figure 5C are quantitated
obtained from I-SceI lends weight to this conclusion: in Figure 5D. The convergence of the results from the
whereas I-SceI generates fewer broken ends (2.5-fold CFP in vivo assay and end release in vitro lead us to
less) than wild-type core RAG proteins (Figure 3C), conclude that these two mutants form unstable post-
I-SceI stimulates homologous recombination 9 times cleavage complexes that fail to properly retain the sig-
better (Figure 3B). Thus, the (fewer) I-SceI-generated nal ends.
ends are far more readily available to the homologous It is interesting that none of our other 13 joining-defi-
recombination machinery than ends produced by wild- cient RAG-1 and RAG-2 mutants stimulated homolo-
gous recombination better than wild-type RAG proteinstype RAG proteins—at least 20-fold on a per-end basis.
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Figure 5. Joining-Deficient RAG Mutants Form an Unstable Postcleavage Complex
(A) A plasmid recombination substrate (pJH290) was subjected to in vitro cleavage reactions using purified RAG proteins. After cleavage,
reactions were treated at various temperatures to measure the stability of RAG postcleavage complex binding to the signal ends (see
Experimental Procedures for details). Signal end release allows ligation and generation of a PCR product.
(B) Southern blot showing signal end release by the RAG proteins as measured by the availability of ends for ligation. Wild-type RAG proteins
showed little end release below 70C, whereas joining-deficient mutant RAG proteins showed maximal levels of end release even at the lowest
temperature tested. As expected, the modest cleavage defect of the mutant RAG proteins (see Figure 3C) resulted in 10-fold lower levels of
signal ends overall than wild-type (Huye et al., 2002).
(C) Southern blot (from a second experiment using a different protein prep) showing signal end release by the RAG proteins (SJ). As in (B),
wild-type RAG proteins showed little end release below 70C, whereas joining-deficient mutants showed maximal end release even at the
lowest temperature tested. The nonspecific control PCR products (CTRL) indicate that differences observed were not due to fluctuations in
amounts of template or gel loading.
(D) Graph showing the percentage of maximal release of signal ends. Amounts of signal joint PCR product (SJ) in each lane were normalized
according to the amount of control PCR product (CTRL). Percentage of maximal release was calculated as the intensity of each band over
the intensity of the band generated by treatment at 70C.
(Figure 3B and data not shown). Indeed, many actually The Postcleavage Complex Protects Ends
from Alternative NHEJyielded lower levels of homologous recombination than
wild-type RAG proteins. This is the case with the S723A What do these mutants tell us about the wild-type post-
cleavage complex? Can we infer from the behavior of un-mutant, which had been reported to display defect in
post-cleavage complex stability in vitro (Tsai et al., stable postcleavage complexes—inappropriately allowing
DNA ends to participate in homologous recombina-2002). When we examined the S723A mutant in vitro, it
did not show an increased tendency to release signal tion— that the wild-type complex shepherds ends to
the NHEJ pathway? Such an inference would be muchends (Supplemental Figure S5). This difference in results
may be explained by the fact that, in the previous study, stronger if we could examine what happens when a wild-
type postcleavage complex is deprived of its normalthe assay examined the stability of the coding end-signal
end interaction, while we measured the RAG protein- NHEJ protein partners for completing the joining step
of the reaction. As luck would have it, we and otherssignal end interaction. Our evidence indicates that this
RAG-1 mutant, like most of our joining-deficient RAG have already performed such experiments.
Cells and extracts deficient for classical NHEJ compo-mutants, does not increase the accessibility of the signal
ends to other recombination pathways in living cells. nents (Ku, XRCC4, etc,) (Baumann and West, 1998; Ka-
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botyanski et al., 1998; Roth, 2002; Verkaik et al., 2002) coding and signal end substrates are identical except for
the orientation of the RSS: cleavage of the SE substrateare still able to perform end joining very efficiently,
produces blunt signal ends, but cleavage of the CE sub-enough to allow cell survival by virtue of an ill-defined
strate yields DNA hairpins that must be opened beforepathway known as “alternative NHEJ” (Roth, 2003). The
strand invasion can occur. The fact that the two sub-factors that participate in alternative NHEJ are not
strates yielded similar levels of homologous recombina-known, but junctions formed by this repair pathway
tion with wild-type core RAG proteins is counterintuitivecharacteristically display excessive deletions and reli-
if DSBs are the major initiators since there is an extraance on short sequence homologies (microhomologies)
step involved in making the covalently sealed coding(Roth and Wilson, 1986). Alternative NHEJ is also quite
ends available for recombination that would likely de-error-prone and has been implicated in spontaneous
crease the efficiency of the reaction. Yet it is preciselyand V(D)J recombination-induced chromosome aberra-
what we would expect if nicks initiate homologous re-tions that display the hallmark microhomologies (Fergu-
combination since the two substrates should be equallyson et al., 2000; Zhu et al., 2002). Considering the dan-
susceptible to nicking.gers inherent in using a translocation-prone mechanism
To determine whether nicking could indeed lead tofor joining V(D)J recombination intermediates, it would
homologous recombination, we employed four RAG-1seem prudent for the postcleavage complex to seques-
nick-only mutants that efficiently perform single-strandter the ends from this pathway. And, indeed, this seems
nicking but cannot form DSB in vivo (they produce 1%to be the case: whereas the efficiency of end joining of
of the levels of DSB-formed wild-type RAG proteins, astransfected linear plasmid substrates is virtually unaf-
measured by sensitive ligation-mediated PCR assays)fected in Ku80- and XRCC4-deficient cell lines (Kabot-
(Huye et al., 2002). All of these “nick-only” mutantsyanski et al., 1998; Verkaik et al., 2002), joining of ends
(R855A/K856A, R894A, K890A, and R972A/K973A) stim-generated by RAG-mediated cleavage of essentially the
ulated homologous recombination at least as efficientlysame plasmid substrates is decreased more than a hun-
as their wild-type counterparts on the extrachromo-dred-fold (Han et al., 1997, 1998; Taccioli et al., 1993).
somal SE substrate (Figure 6A); three out of four wereThis result had been quite puzzling, but our present
expressed at wild-type levels according to Western blotdata suggest a plausible explanation: the postcleavage
(Supplemental Figure S3 online). Similar results werecomplex prevents RAG-generated breaks from ac-
obtained with a RAG-2 nick-only mutant, K38A/R39Acessing the alternative NHEJ pathway.
(Qiu et al., 2001) (data not shown). The nick-only mutantsOur analysis of the joining mutants K980A and R838A/
do not produce DSB detectable by Southern blottingK839A/R840A makes this model even more compelling.
(Figure 6B and longer exposure beneath) or ligation-These two mutants, which are the only joining-deficient
mediated PCR (Huye et al., 2002). These same nick-onlymutants to appreciably stimulate homologous recombi-
mutants proved even better than wild-type full-lengthnation over wild-type levels in the present study, are
and core RAG proteins at stimulating homologous re-also the only ones to produce joints with short sequence
combination on an SE substrate stably integrated intohomologies and excessive deletions (Huye et al., 2002;
the genome (Figure 7, right side).Qiu et al., 2001; Yarnall Schultz et al., 2001)— signatures
Our next set of experiments took a complementaryof alternative NHEJ. These observations provide further
approach. Instead of using nick-only RAG proteins, weevidence that the postcleavage complex shepherds
used what is, in effect, a nick-only substrate: a single 12-V(D)J recombination intermediates away from not only
RSS, which readily undergoes nicking in vitro (Cuomo ethomologous recombination but also from alternative
al., 1996; Ramsden et al., 1996) but yields very poor
NHEJ mechanisms. We speculate that RAG mutants
DSB formation in vivo (Steen et al., 1997). Confirming
deficient in this shepherding function would dramatically
our model, the 12-RSS substrate gave the same levels
increase the incidence of oncogenic chromosome trans- of homologous recombination as the SE substrate in
locations in developing lymphocytes. extrachromosomal assays (Figure 6A) and yielded ro-
bust homologous recombination with full-length and
RAG-Mediated Nicks Efficiently Stimulate core RAG proteins as an integrated substrate (15-fold
Homologous Recombination over the DDE control; Figure 7, left side). Even when
We were intrigued by the observation that wild-type core the nick-only mutants were assayed on the single RSS
and full-length RAG proteins stimulated some homolo- substrate, they were able to stimulate homologous re-
gous recombination on extrachromosomal and inte- combination as efficiently as the full-length or core wild-
grated substrates (Figures 3 and 4, and see below). We type RAG proteins (Figure 7). Since neither of two differ-
considered two possible explanations for this phenome- ent conditions that block DSB formation by the RAG
non: either some signal ends escape from even wild- proteins diminished the efficiency of homologous re-
type postcleavage complexes, or other V(D)J recombi- combination, singly or in combination, we conclude that
nation intermediates, such as nicks, might be initiating most of the homologous recombination observed with
recombination. Nicks have long been hypothesized to wild-type RAG proteins in this system is elicited not by
be capable of initiating homologous exchange (Holliday, DSB, but by nicks.
1964; Meselson and Radding, 1975), but compelling evi- This conclusion receives further support from the lack
dence that this occurs in vivo has proved difficult to of correlation between levels of DSB and homologous
obtain. recombination in various situations. Whereas full-length
The first hint that nicks might be the initiating lesions RAG proteins produce ten-fold fewer signal ends than
core proteins (Figure 3C, Supplemental Figure S4; seein our CFP assay came from the results in Figure 3B. The
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Figure 6. RAG-Generated Nicks Stimulate Homologous Recombination on Extrachromosomal Substrates
(A) Graph showing relative stimulation of CFP expression by wild-type core and nick-only mutant RAG-1 proteins (R855A/K856A, K890A,
R894A, and R972A/K973A) on SE substrate, unless otherwise noted.
(B) Southern blot of HpaI- and NcoI-digested DNA recovered from cells expressing wild-type core and the same nick-only mutant RAG
proteins. Cleavage products are described in Figure 2D. As expected (Huye et al., 2002), no detectable DSB formation was observed with
nick-only RAG mutants. This finding was confirmed by overexposing the blot, which revealed no cleavage products generated by the nick-
only RAG mutants (shown below panel B).
also Steen et al., 1999), both versions of the RAG pro- tion. Third, neither of these mutants stimulated recombi-
nation above wild-type levels on the CE substrate (Fig-teins yield similar levels of homologous recombination
(Figures 4 and 7). Furthermore, as noted above, I-SceI ure 3B), as would be expected if they were more
proficient at nicking. We therefore conclude that the twoproduces lower levels of DSB than core RAG proteins
yet generates significantly higher levels of homologous mutants that destabilize the postcleavage complex in
vitro stimulate homologous recombination in vivo byrecombination (Figure 3B), again highlighting the dis-
cordance between levels of DSB and homologous re- making the normally sequestered signal ends available.
combination initiated by the RAG proteins. These data
strengthen the notion that nicks, rather than DSB, are Discussion
the major RAG-induced initiators of homologous recom-
bination in this system. A Molecular Shepherd: The RAG
Postcleavage ComplexIs it possible, then, that the two unstable postcleavage
complex mutants (K980A and R838A/K839A/R840A) The functions of the RAG postcleavage complex have
been a fairly long-standing enigma. In particular, therestimulate homologous recombination not by releasing
DNA ends but by nicking at extremely high levels? Three has been confusion over whether the complex allows
DNA ends to interact with other factors such as thelines of evidence argue convincingly against this possi-
bility. First, these two mutants do not nick more than NHEJ proteins or whether it sequesters the ends so as
not to elicit cellular DNA damage responses. There haswild-type proteins in vitro (Huye et al., 2002), but they
stimulate far more homologous recombination than been no direct evidence either way in vivo, and the
results of indirect analyses are contradictory. V(D)J re-wild-type proteins or nick-only mutants. Second, neither
of these mutants stimulated recombination more than combination does not appear to activate p53-dependent
DNA damage checkpoints (Guidos et al., 1996; Joneswild-type core RAG proteins on the single-RSS sub-
strate (data not shown), which allows robust nicking but and Gellert, 2001; Nacht et al., 1996); on the other hand,
V(D)J recombination intermediates can be sensed bydoes not support efficient double-strand break forma-
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Figure 7. RAG-Generated Nicks Stimulate Homologous Recombination on Integrated Substrates
Graph showing the relative stimulation of CFP expression by full-length and wild-type core RAG proteins, as well as nick-only mutant RAG
proteins, in a cell line containing the single RSS substrate stably integrated in the chromosome. To the right we show the nick-only mutants
stimulating homologous recombination on an integrated SE substrate.
repair machinery, efficiently stimulating focus formation that releases signal ends (R838) corresponds to an
amino acid mutated (R841W) in a form of human-inher-by NBS1 and -H2AX in thymocytes (Chen et al., 2000)
and interacting with ATM (Perkins et al., 2002). ited immunodeficiency, atypical SCID/Omenn syndrome
(Villa et al., 2001). It is also striking that the two mutationsIn our studies, the wild-type postcleavage complex
did not allow signal ends to stimulate homologous re- that increase the accessibility of signal ends, K980A and
R838A/K839A/R840A, both reside near the C terminuscombination, but the two joining mutants that form an
unstable postcleavage complex release these blunt of the catalytic core of RAG-1. This region of RAG-1
could be especially important for retaining the signalends and stimulate even higher levels of homologous
recombination than the gold standard, I-SceI. It is signifi- ends in the postcleavage complex, and these two mu-
tants could prove to be useful tools for stimulating ho-cant that these same two mutants also form coding
joints that display all the characteristics of alternative mologous recombination.
NHEJ (Huye et al., 2002). The fact that mutations in the
RAG genes can cause joining defects that so closely Evidence that Nicks Initiate
Homologous Recombinationresemble those of NHEJ mutants had led us to propose
in previous work that the RAG proteins, like NHEJ fac- Previous studies have implicated site-specific nicks in
stimulating homologous recombination in S. cerevisiaetors, help prevent aberrant handling of broken ends,
reducing the incidence of oncogenic chromosome re- (using a coliphage nicking enzyme) (Strathern et al.,
1991) and during mating type switching in fission yeastarrangements—i.e., that the RAG proteins serve as both
a recombinase and a genome guardian in developing (Arcangioli, 1998). In neither instance could it be deter-
mined whether nicks themselves or subsequent DSBlymphocytes (Brandt and Roth, 2002; Huye et al., 2002;
Roth, 2003). We have now provided strong in vivo evi- stimulate homologous recombination; in the case of
S. pombe mating type switching, it was suggested thatdence that the RAG postcleavage complex serves a
more dynamic role, guiding the DNA ends to the proper the initiating lesions are DSB generated from the nicks
by DNA replication (Arcangioli and de Lahondes, 2000).NHEJ repair pathway (Figure 8A). The RAG proteins are
thus an archetype for a new category of molecule: mo- We now present five lines of evidence suggesting that
RAG-generated nicks initiate homologous recombina-lecular shepherds that guide DSB to a particular re-
pair pathway. tion in mammalian cells.
First, wild-type RAG proteins produced similar levelsWe propose that mutations that destabilize the post-
cleavage complex, allowing premature release of signal of homologous recombination on both the CE and SE
substrates, despite the fact that coding end hairpinsor coding ends, could cause genomic instability in devel-
oping lymphocytes (Figure 8B). It is worth noting that must be opened before the coding ends can be available
for recombination. Second, nick-only RAG mutantsone of the amino acids altered in one of our mutants
Cell
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Figure 8. Models for RAG-Mediated Genomic Instability
(A) In normal V(D)J recombination, the postcleavage complex shepherds the broken DNA ends to the classical NHEJ repair pathway, protecting
the genome from potentially dangerous aberrant recombination events.
(B) If the broken DNA ends created during V(D)J recombination escape the postcleavage complex, they become free to participate in
homologous recombination with an ectopic partner after some end processing (indicated by a dotted line at the end of the RSS triangle)
followed by crossing over (HR). Alternatively, the ends could join with a break on another chromosome created by other means (aberrant
joining). We propose that the poorly characterized alternative NHEJ pathway is involved in such aberrant joining events and could promote
chromosomal translocations.
(C) RAG-generated nicks might also lead to genomic instability, either by initiating homologous recombination with an ectopic partner or
through conversion to a DSB that could then initiate HR or participate in other aberrant joining reactions. These DSB might be particularly
reactive, as they would lack the protection of the RAG postcleavage complex. Note that these models are not mutually exclusive.
stimulated homologous recombination as effectively as Lieber, 1997), nicks might be protected from repair
through the continued presence of RAG-1 and RAG-2,wild-type RAG proteins, despite their inability to form
detectable DSB. Third, wild-type RAG proteins pro- allowing cell cycle progression and formation of a repli-
cation-induced DSB. This could occur in the presenceduced similar levels of homologous recombination on
both the SE substrate and the single RSS “nick-only” of normal cell cycle checkpoints because the continued
presence of RAG proteins could mask the nick; ofsubstrate, which does not support efficient DSB forma-
tion in vivo. Fourth, if RAG-mediated DSB were the ini- course, the situation might be worsened in cells defec-
tive for proper checkpoint controls. In another scenario,tiating lesions, there should be a correlation between
DSB formation and stimulation of homologous recombi- replication-mediated conversion of nicks to DSB could
result from mis-expression of RAG proteins during Snation. Yet full-length RAG proteins, which generate far
lower levels of signal ends than the core proteins (in phase, which might occasionally occur in developing
lymphocytes. If such DSB are formed, they are likely toagreement with previously published work [Steen et al.,
1999]), produced similar levels of homologous recombi- be short-lived, extensively processed, or both since we
have been unable to detect them by Southern blottingnation on integrated substrates as core RAG proteins
(Figures 4 and 7). Fifth (but related to the last point), (Figure 6B) or by sensitive ligation-mediated PCR assays
(Huye et al., 2002). Furthermore, if nicks were beingI-SceI generates fewer DSBs than the RAG proteins, but
we observe substantially more homologous recombina- efficiently converted into DSB, one might expect our
nick-only mutants to give rise to coding and/or signaltion with I-SceI than with wild-type RAG proteins (Fig-
ure 3B). joints, but none were observed by PCR-based (Huye et
al., 2002) or sensitive fluorescent reporter assays (G.L.Finally, we cannot rule out the possibility that nicks
are being converted to DSB by some non-RAG means and D.R., unpublished observations). Thus, although our
experiments do not prove that nicks initiate homologoussuch as DNA replication or nonspecific nuclease activity.
As suggested by in vitro experiments (Grawunder and recombination directly, they do raise the possibility that
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early models of nick-induced homologous recombina- et al., 1997). Moreover, the breakpoints are often not
located precisely at these pseudo-RSS, as would betion (Holliday, 1964; Meselson and Radding, 1975) may
be relevant for mammalian cells. If nicks can induce expected if breakage were mediated by a standard RAG
cleavage event. These facts have led many to considerhomologous recombination without passing through
DSB intermediates, the ability of mutant RAG proteins the presence of nonconsensus RSS near translocation
breakpoints to be merely coincidental (Lewis, 1994;to generate highly reactive, site-specific nicks in living
cells could have interesting practical applications, such Tycko and Sklar, 1990; Vanasse et al., 1999), but our
studies provide another possible explanation for theseas in gene targeting experiments. As discussed below,
however, even if the homologous recombination we ob- observations: RAG-generated nicks could be the initiat-
ing lesions. Although many pseudo-RSS, including iso-serve is caused by conversion of some nicks to DSB
(albeit at a low frequency that escapes our current de- lated heptamer and nonamer sequences, do not support
DSB formation, they form excellent substrates for nick-tection methods), the ability of these RAG-induced le-
sions to stimulate homologous recombination has inter- ing (Ramsden et al., 1996). Furthermore, nicks at
pseudo-RSS can occur several nucleotides from theesting implications for genomic instability.
normal cleavage site (Cuomo et al., 1996; Ramsden et
al., 1996), and further processing of unprotected DSBNew Models for Oncogenic Rearrangements
that derive from RAG-induced nicks could explainin Developing Lymphocytes
breakpoints located a short distance from the pseudo-If nicks are converted to DSB by some nonspecific (non-
RSS. We certainly do not propose that all translocationsRAG-mediated) mechanism, the resulting DSB would,
arise via RAG-mediated nicking, but it is conceivableby definition, lack the protection of a RAG postcleavage
that the RAG proteins might nick a subset of pseudo-complex. Given the results we obtained with the two
RSS and initiate aberrant rearrangements. The ability ofRAG mutants that prematurely release ends, such DSB
full-length RAG proteins to robustly stimulate homolo-would be more likely to engage in aberrant joining events
gous recombination from an integrated 12 RSS sub-than normal signal or coding ends (Figures 8B and 8C).
strate (Figure 7) raises the possibility that RAG-inducedThus, RAG-mediated nicks—whether they stimulate re-
nicks at isolated RSS or pseudo-RSS could contributecombination directly or after conversion to DSB—can
to aberrant rearrangements.no longer be considered inconsequential intermediates
that pose no threat to genomic stability.
The Alt group has speculated that RAG-generated Evolutionary Implications of RAG-Initiated
Homologous RecombinationDSB might initiate homologous recombination between
similar sequences located on nonhomologous chromo- A widely accepted model for the evolution of the somati-
cally rearranging antigen receptor genes invokes an an-somes and thereby cause oncogenic translocations
(Ferguson and Alt, 2001; Zhu et al., 2002) (see Figure 1, cestral, RAG-mediated transposition event that inter-
rupted a preexisting, nonrearranging receptor gene,Ferguson and Alt, 2001). Although we are unaware of
evidence supporting this notion, our data indicate that leading to a split gene that is assembled by transposon
excision (V(D)J recombination) (Agrawal et al., 1998;such events could be stimulated by RAG-generated
nicks—whether they are first converted to DSB lacking Hiom et al., 1998; Lewis and Wu, 2000; Roth, 2000; Sa-
kano et al., 1979; Thompson, 1995). This eminently rea-the protection of a postcleavage complex or not (Figure
8C). Our results also suggest that RAG-mediated DSB sonable conjecture leaves unanswered the question of
how complex families of rearranging gene segments—could initiate homologous recombination or aberrant
repair by other pathways in the case of certain mutations e.g., containing up to several hundred V regions—might
have arisen. There must have been some duplicationor conditions that destabilize the postcleavage complex
(Figure 8B). Of course, free DSB—generated either by and diversification events, after which the loci became
integrated into several chromosomal locations to formrelease of ends from the postcleavage complex or by
conversion of RAG-mediated nicks to DSB through pas- three discrete immunoglobulin loci and four T cell recep-
tor loci. How might this have occurred?sage of a replication fork—could participate in onco-
genic rearrangements by mechanisms other than ho- Several lines of evidence, including the discovery of
“pre-rearranged” antigen receptor genes and the pres-mologous recombination, such as alternative NHEJ
(Figures 8B and 8C). ence of RAG-1 and RAG-2 mRNA in germ cells, strongly
suggest that the RAG proteins can cause rearrangementsThe recombinogenic potential of RAG-induced nicks
sheds new light on a long-standing puzzle regarding the in the germline (discussed in Lee et al., 2000; Lewis and
Wu, 2000; Roth, 2000). These data have led to specula-genesis of chromosomal translocations. The presence
of RSS-like sequences (“pseudo-RSS”) at translocation tions that the V(D)J recombinase may have played two
distinct roles in shaping vertebrate evolution: catalyzingbreakpoints in lymphoid neoplasms has been noted for
many years and led to the hypothesis that the RAG V(D)J rearrangements (to form pre-rearranged antigen
receptor genes) and causing other rearrangements byproteins might mistake these sequences for true RSS
and thereby initiate V(D)J recombination with the wrong transposition (Lee et al., 2000; Lewis and Wu, 2000;
Roth, 2000). Our work suggests a third possibility: thatsubstrate (reviewed in Roth, 2003). The chief weakness
of this “substrate selection error” model has been that RAG-initiated homologous recombination could lead to
gene duplication events and perhaps other germlinemany of the pseudo-RSS deviate so far from the consen-
sus that they form extremely poor substrates for DSB rearrangements. Thus, these remarkably versatile pro-
teins might not only be central to the process of generat-formation by the standard V(D)J recombination mecha-
nism (Raghavan et al., 2001; Ramsden et al., 1996; Steen ing antigen receptor diversity in somatic cells, but may
Cell
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Fluorescence Microscopyalso have played multiple roles in the evolution of anti-
Forty-eight hours after transfection, cells were trypsinized, resus-gen receptor loci themselves by catalyzing germline
pended, and placed in Lab-Tek II 4-chambered slides (Nalge Nuncgene rearrangements.
International). Cells were visualized using a Leica DMIRB inverted
fluorescence microscope. Pictures were taken using an Axiocam
HR and Axiovision software (Zeiss).Shepherds, Guardians, and DSB Repair
The discovery of a specific mechanism to guide DSBs
Southern Blotsinto a particular repair pathway highlights the dynamic
DNA was prepared from cells by the Hirt method we have usednature of the RAG postcleavage complex. Without the
previously (Steen et al., 1996). DNA was digested using HpaI and
RAG proteins directing DNA ends to the proper, high- NcoI for 2 hr, then run on a 2% native agarose gel. DNA was trans-
fidelity joining pathway, the NHEJ factors, “genome ferred to Genescreen membrane using a posiblotter (Stratagene).
guardians” though they may be, would not be able to The DNA was then crosslinked to the membrane by UV irradiation.
Probes were generated with a random priming DNA labeling kitserve their protective function, at least not in the context
(Gibco) using a gel-purified HpaI-NcoI fragment from the pECFP-of V(D)J recombination. The shepherding activities of
int vector as a template. Probes were hybridized to blots overnightthe V(D)J recombinase could provide a paradigm for
at 65C in a solution of 10% Dextran Sulfate, 1 M NaCl and 1% SDS.
repair of DSB in other contexts. For example, chromatin Blots were visualized using a Phosphorimager and ImageQuant
proteins may serve to restrict access of broken ends to Software (Molecular Dynamics).
the alternative NHEJ pathway. It is tempting to speculate
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Note Added in Proof
Raghavan et al. have just published data indicating that RAG recog-
nition of an altered DNA structure might be the basis for some
chromosomal translocations (Nature, 2004, 428, 88–93). The authors
examined a common breakpoint sequence and found that RAGs
can nick one strand in vitro. In light of our current work showing
that RAG-induced nicks can, in fact, initiate recombination in vivo
and our previous work showing that RAGs do indeed prefer certain
distorted DNA structures (Lee et al., 2002, Mol. Cell. Biol.), the notion
that RAG nicking might contribute to oncogenic chromosome trans-
locations is certainly worthy of further investigation.
